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FFoorreewwoorrdd

While the issues of literacy and culture continue to be the focus of attention – and matters
of contention – for many teachers, education students, parents, researchers, interested citi-
zens and politicians, there is currently limited understanding of the teaching and learning
processes through which young children become literate in a new language. As a conse-
quence, teachers around the world in this ‘post-monolingual’ age (Soto and Kharem, 2006)
often struggle to teach reading and writing to the increasing numbers of children in their
classrooms who are learning in a language new to them. Most use models that presuppose a
‘monolingual mind’ based on children learning to read in their home language. Learning to

Read in a New Language synthesizes research, models and practice, and provides a way
forward, that is, a way of working with new language learners that is responsive to a range
of children, approaches, contexts and languages. 

Gregory begins this important, useful book with a carefully detailed, theoretical analysis of
new language learners, describing the complexity of what they can do as well as their learn-
ing needs, their expertise as creative and active learners and teachers, and the valuable but
often ignored literacy experiences with a range of adult and child teachers that they bring
with them from their homes and communities. Her analysis draws on the concept drawn
from sociocultural theory of the integration of mind and culture and, thus, the synthesis of
intra-personal, interpersonal and cultural processes of becoming literate. Interwoven
throughout this discussion are excerpts from literacy interactions with real children from a
variety of cultural and language backgrounds, bringing the concepts to life and adding chil-
dren’s voices to the mix. Throughout, she argues that literacy tuition involves explicit teach-
ing that takes full account of the sociocultural context within which children live and learn.

Building on this analysis, Gregory provides a critique of current approaches to literacy
instruction and then shares her innovative and teacher-friendly inside-out/outside-in model
which ‘puts meaning in the middle’, integrating decoding and meaning-making in personal
interactions and attending to the specific language strengths and weaknesses of each child.
This model of literacy as ‘making sense of words and worlds’ includes a clearly explained
graphic organizer that synthesizes different kinds of literacy and language clues, a discussion
of the unique ways that individual new language learners may use such clues, and detailed
plans – including activities, materials and books – that build on that model.
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This book is a terrific resource that stands as an example of the finely tuned teaching recom-
mended for use with new language learners. It scaffolds the reader’s developing under-
standing and moves the reader from theory to practice, from insights to implementation.
Gregory has carefully designed this progress, building slowly with ideas and images, exam-
ples, questions and summaries used in combination with a well-developed argument. Her
book makes an important contribution and challenges us to address this critical educational
and social need with the tools she provides. It urges us to ask ourselves: with whom will we
share this book and our new-found knowledge? Teachers? Colleagues? Teacher education
students? Parents? A local politician? How will we use it in our courses and our classrooms?
How will we change our understandings and our practice? How can we make sure that the
insights, expertise and energy generated by this book are used to improve radically the liter-
acy teaching of new language learners? How can we build on the remarkable strengths and
abilities of children like Annie who at 7 years of age can speak Thai, is learning to read it and
simultaneously is learning to both speak and read in English?

Soto, L.D. and Kharem, H. (2006) A post-monolingual education, International Journal of

Educational Policy, Research, and Practice, 7: 21–34.

Dinah Volk
Early Childhood Program, College of Education

Cleveland State University
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PPrreeffaaccee

I concluded the Preface to Making Sense of a New World: Learning to Read in a Second Language,

written in 1996, by saying: ‘In Britain, it is still easy to feel “cocooned” within a monolin-
gual world. Yet … there is every reason to believe that the age of the emergent bilingual has
scarcely yet begun’. Those words were written as the twentieth century drew to a close.
Scarcely a decade later, that statement would have been impossible. Yet few could have
predicted the speed with which this change would happen. In 2008, most large cities in the
world are abuzz with different languages being spoken and different scripts being written or
read. In many parts of London, monolingual children are exceptional and classrooms are able
to draw on the wealth of numerous languages offered by families and their communities.
Although a proportion of newcomers to cities are still, like their predecessors, fleeing perse-
cution or economic poverty, important new factors have emerged that were not fully envis-
aged a decade ago. New technologies, and especially the Internet, have transformed people’s
ability to conduct their work anywhere in the world and informed their choice of residence.
Students are spending time at institutions thousands of miles from home and often taking
their children with them. Families are deciding to relocate to more pleasant climates and
their children immediately switch languages in school. Additionally, the development of new
technologies and resulting globalization have led to the dominance of certain languages
which have become a lingua franca across the world. At present, English has attained this
status. By the end, or perhaps even the middle, of the twenty-first century a different
language may prevail. The status of English means that many young children across the
world, not just in private but in state schools, are becoming bilingual and using two or more
scripts. Of course, this has always happened in community contexts as the children in the
first edition of this book revealed. However, it is now the norm as primary schools in many
Asian and African countries show. 

All this has led to a surge of interest in the field of language, culture and identity, and to a
growing sophistication and change in the terminology used. Researchers and teachers are
now distinguishing between the multilingualism and multiculturalism of communities and
societies and the plurilingualism and pluriculturalism within individuals themselves. Others
focus on the syncretism as young children blend cultures and languages to create new prac-
tices and forms. In recognition of the increasing scope and changing role of language learn-
ing in the lives of young children, I adopt the term ‘new language learner’ instead of
‘emergent bilingual’ in this book. The term recognizes the fact that, although many children
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may go on to become fully bilingual, others will stop before that point and will step in and
out of different languages at different ages or stages of their school career.

In contrast with the growing sophistication in work on languages, cultures and identities,
studies in early literacy learning have not kept up with the burgeoning research in this field.
This is ironic, since all children will need to learn to read in the new language they learn.
However, although we have always had plurilingual children, studies into how children
learn to read have generally assumed a monolingual mind. Instead of drawing upon the skills
and knowledge (as well as recognizing the weaknesses) of children who are able simultane-
ously to deal with more than one, or even two, languages and scripts, we often try to squash
them into a monolingual mould. The tragedy of this is that we are in danger of suppressing
the creativity of young children as they play and experiment, not just with words, but with
future worlds. It is this creativity which, in this book, I try to reveal. 

Eve Gregory
London, November 2007
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Setting the Scene

He who knows no other language does not truly know his own. 

(Goethe, in Vygotsky, 1962: 110) 

KEY TERMS

MMootthheerr  ttoonngguuee A term subject to much debate and sometimes referred to as home/

heritage/community or first language. Definitions include: the language

learnt first; the language known best; the language used most; the

language with which one identifies; the language one dreams/thinks/counts

in; and so on; none of which are acceptable to all. It is generally recognized

that a mother tongue may change, even several times during a lifetime.

NNeeww  llaanngguuaaggee  lleeaarrnneerr A child who is at an early stage or who still lacks fluency in a second or

additional language but whose ultimate aim is to become as fluent as

possible, that is, able to communicate easily with others in the language

and able positively to identify with both (or all if more than two are being

learned) language groups and cultures. 

EEmmeerrggeenntt  bbiilliitteerraattee A child who is learning to read and write in more than one language

simultaneously.

MMeettaallaanngguuaaggee A term in linguistics for language used to talk about language. Research

studies show that young bilinguals have an advanced metalinguistic

awareness as they are able to realize the arbitrariness of language, see

word boundaries, and so on at an earlier stage than monolinguals.

GGrraammmmaarr A description of a language; an abstract system of rules in terms of which

a child’s knowledge of a language can be explained.

OOrrtthhooggrraapphhyy The principles underlying a spelling or writing system.

1

1
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Annie is 7 years old and beginning her second year of primary school in Thailand. From time
to time she escapes the crowded city of Bangkok to stay with her extended family in the
countryside. Eventually, she hopes to live in Britain where she has relatives. She has already
learned to read simple texts in Thai, her mother tongue, and loves to practise these with her
mother at home. Like many young children in schools across different continents, Annie is
also beginning to learn to read and write in English, a language chosen by many countries as
a necessary asset for the education of all young children as they start school. Other children
across the world will be learning in different languages, often the one that is politically domi-
nant in the country in which they live. Some will be the children of refugees, others of
economic migrants, others from indigenous families whose mother tongue is not the official
language of the school and yet others from multilingual countries where children will be
expected to become literate simultaneously in more than one language. Like many children
across the world, Annie will need to learn that the new language will have a different script
and very different rules from her own. Gradually, through becoming a reader in English,
Annie will learn to make sense not only of new words but of other worlds, with very differ-
ent customs, traditions and stories from her own. The aim of this book is to show how young
children undertake the task of learning to read in a new language at school or at home and to
argue that children like Annie have distinct strengths and weaknesses not explained in mono-
lingual perspectives on early literacy. Later chapters will introduce Julializ from the USA,
Pia and Nicole from France, Ah Si from Macau-Sar, China, Elsey from Australia, Sanah
from Singapore and Dineo from South Africa as well as children from Britain. Although
they will all be learning in very different cultural contexts, I shall draw out common patterns
that hold these children apart from their monolingual peers. The book thus suggests princi-
ples and practices for all those interested in observing the learning of young new language
learners and for those engaged in initiating them into new words and worlds.

In this chapter, I begin to outline the nature of the task through the example of Annie read-
ing in both Thai and English. Annie is lucky, since her mother has enjoyed telling and read-
ing stories to her since she was very small. She is now trying to find dual language
Thai/English stories for her to read and finds Elephant, a traditional Thai fable.

Annie first reads the story with her mother in Thai. Afterwards, she reads the story again in
English with a native English speaker. Looking closely at Annie’s reading in both languages,
we begin to perceive some of the differences between reading in a first and a new language,
as well as the complexity of tackling a text in a language one cannot fluently speak. Since this
book is written for English rather than Thai speakers, we can only dissect her achievements
in Thai through the English language. However, the grammatical structure and rules of Thai
are very different from English, as we shall see later in the chapter.

2 /  L E A R N I N G  T O  R E A D  I N  A  N E W  L A N G U A G E
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S E T T I N G  T H E  S C E N E  /  3

The animal story – Elephant

A herd of elephants wandered to search for a pond. Finally, they found one. (p. 1)

The elephants stepped on the soil around the pond which was the rabbits’ shelter. This
killed many rabbits. (p. 2)

When many rabbits died, the rest of them discussed the problem. A rabbit said, 
‘I have an idea. I will tell the elephants that I am the rabbit of the moon, and the moon
forbids anyone to drink water from this pond.’ (p. 3)

The following morning, the herd of elephants came to drink water in the pond. The rabbit
who had the idea arrived before the elephants. He shouted … (p. 4)

 ‘

’

   ‘

’

  The Elephant 

Continues over
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‘You elephants, I am the rabbit which is on the moon. I convey the moon’s words to all of
you. He forbids any animals to swim or drink water in this pond. Anyone who ignores his
words will be killed.’ (p. 5)

The elephant’s leader which was very foolish believed the rabbit.
‘Thank you very much for your kindness. We have made a mistake. We hope the moon will
not punish us,’ he pleaded with the rabbit. (p. 6)

‘Where is the moon now? Please bring me to see him. I would like to apologise to him.’
‘He is taking a bath in the pond. I will bring you to see him right now,’ the rabbit replied
and went ahead. (p. 7)

When they arrived at the pond, it was at dusk. The shadow of the moon reflected in the
water. The rabbit pointed at it and said, ‘Pay respect to him then hastily go away.’ (p. 8)

The elephants’ leader gradually lifted his trunk to touch his head to pay respect to the
moon. Then the elephants went away and never came again. (p. 9)

‘ ’

‘ ?

’

‘ ’

“

”
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Let us look first at what Annie can do in Thai after just a year of learning to read. Although
both the story of Elephant and the book itself are new to Annie, she sets to reading confi-
dently in Thai to her mother, holding the book herself and turning each page appropriately.
As usual, her mother reads the first word on the page and Annie continues. Her reading
appears fluent and effortless and she reads with obvious enjoyment. Her eyes search the
illustrations for information and she comments on animals in the pictures as she goes along.
But what is Annie actually able to do as she tackles the text? Through the dual-language
version, we see that she successfully reads 19 different nouns (herd, elephants, rabbits, moon,
pond, soil, shelter, problem, idea, water, morning, words, animals, leader, kindness, mistake,
dusk, shadow, trunk), 30 different verbs (wandered, found, search, stepped, killed, died,
discussed, said, have/had, tell, am, forbids, drink, came, arrived, shouted, convey, swim,

S E T T I N G  T H E  S C E N E  /  5

Figure 1.1 An illustration from The Elephant
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ignores, pleaded, bring, apologise, replied, went, reflected, pointed, pay respect to, lifted,
touch), nine different prepositions (on, around, of, from, in, before, ahead, at, away from) as
well as a limited number of pronouns, adverbs and adjectives. Had she been reading in English,
she would have read 22 verbs in the past tense, seven in the simple present and one each in the
present continuous, the future and future passive as well as future conditional, and the present perfect

tenses, infinitives and the imperative form. She uses prepositions of place, time and motion.
Additionally, Annie obviously understands the content of the story and she is able to
empathize with the characters. When questioned, after reading, on what she likes about the
story, she replies confidently: ‘the rabbits … because they are clever’.

In fact, Thai is very different from English and there are, consequently, a number of
language-specific grammatical and orthographic rules that Annie has already learned.
Although the intention here is not to describe in detail the Thai language and script, a few
aspects are important to understand the task Annie faces of becoming bilingual and biliter-
ate in her first and her new language. First, we see that she is already becoming a competent
user of the Thai script, an Indic alphabet originally designed to represent the sounds of
Sanskrit but with new symbols created during the thirteenth century to represent the
sounds of Thai (Hudak, in Comrie, 1987). The script is by no means an easy one to learn.
Thai is a tonal language with five different tones (low, high, falling, rising and mid-tone)
with several symbols for the same sound. There are 44 consonants divided into three groups
(high, mid and low) to indicate the tone in spelling, a complication when learning to read, as
well as 18 vowel sounds. As in other tonal languages, for example Mandarin and Cantonese,
use of the correct tone is crucial since reading a word or sentence using the wrong tone will
entirely change its meaning. There are other aspects that make both spoken and written Thai
very difficult – the Thai themselves regard their language as complex and stratified, even for
highly educated people. Central to this is the proliferation of titles, ranks and royal kin
terminology that has affected various aspects of the language. The choice of pronouns, for
example, is highly complex. In contrast to a simple ‘I’ and ‘you’ in English, Annie will need
to choose according to the sex, age and social position of herself and the addressee as well as
her attitude or emotion towards the person at the time of speaking. She will later need to
begin to learn elaborate, often ryhming, expressions. However, other aspects might make
both spoken and written Thai easier to contend with than English. There are no articles (‘a’,
‘an’, ‘the’, for example) to distinguish between and no inflections for case, gender or number
of nouns – these are indicated by either affixes (prefixes or suffixes), compounding (‘parents’
= ‘father’ and ‘mother’), reduplicating (‘dek’ or ‘child’; ‘dekdek’ or ‘children’) or repeating a
word with the same word one tone higher in pitch than the normal tone, an effect usually
used by women. Verbs also have no inflection for tense or number which are shown either
by the context, an added time expression or a preverb, often showing that the action begun
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by the main verb has been completed. Finally, even a non-Thai reader may discern from the
text above that, orthographically, there is no space between individual words; a space is used
to denote the end of a sentence rather than a full stop. This very brief glance at the Thai
language and script begins to highlight what Annie, like many young children, has achieved
as she speaks and reads in her mother tongue by the end of her first year of school.

The task ahead: new languages, literacies and
scripts

The child assimilates his/her native language unconsciously and unintentionally but acquires a

foreign language with conscious realisation and intention … the child acquiring a foreign

language is already in command of a system of meaning in the native language which s/he

transfers to the sphere of another language. (Vygotsky, 1935, in John-Steiner, 1986: 350)

Reading in English, a language Annie is learning formally in school and beginning to  learn in-
formally with her mother, is a very different matter. A text she manages confidently in Thai is
clearly too difficult in English and Annie looks expectantly to the native English speaker (a
relative she trusts, yet sees and speaks to very rarely) for help. Instead of holding  the book
herself, she hands over to the adult to take control and to turn the pages. Eavesdropping on
Annie and the adult reading together begins to provide a window onto the strengths and weak-
nesses of a young child as she embarks on the task of learning to read in a new language:

Annie: I can’t read English. But I can read ‘b’, ‘d’, ‘c’ and ‘1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10’ (said very fast and
in a sing-song voice).

Adult: But you know the story in Thai, don’t you, and that will help you. I’ll read it to you first.

(She reads the whole story in English to Annie, pointing carefully to each word as
she does so)

Adult: Now let’s find one page. You see if you can find me one word you can read in English.

(Annie turns over the pages to page 5 and scans the page, pointing along the lines
with her finger and then picks out and reads from the first line ‘You elephant’)

Adult: ‘Elephant!’ You can read ‘elephant’. (Turns to page 3) Where’s the word that says ‘rabbit’?
Can you find it?

(Annie runs her finger along the line until she finds ‘rabbit’ and reads it)
Adult: That’s great! (Turns to page 4) How about a word that says ‘elephant’?

(Annie finds the word) 
Adult: Yes! There’s another one that says ‘elephant’ there. Can you find it?

(Annie finds the word)
Adult: Yes! Two words for ‘elephant’ on that page. Let’s have a look at this page (turns back to page

3). What can you read on that page? Can you find the word for ‘rabbit’ again?
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(Annie points to the word and reads it)
Adult: Yes! How many words say ‘rabbit’ on that page?

(Annie runs her finger intently along the lines of print and counts ‘one, two, three’)
Adult: Yes! Three words that say ‘rabbit’. Any more?

Annie: No.

Adult: What about ‘elephant’? Is there any word that says ‘elephant’ on that page? (page 4)
(Annie runs her finger along the print. ‘Yes’ She points to the word)

Adult: What about that word? (turning the page (page 5), she points to ‘moon’)

Annie: Mmm … ‘Moon’ 

Adult: Yes. What about that one? (points to ‘pond’)
Annie: ‘Pond’

Adult: Yes! Very good. (Turns two pages to page 7) What about ‘pond’ again on that page? 
Can you find it?

(Annie scans the line and finds the word, saying ‘There’)
Adult: Yes. How about ‘rabbit’? (page 7)

(Annie points to the word and reads it)
Adult: (Turns two pages to page 9) How about ‘elephant’?

(Annie points to ‘elephant’)
Adult: You’ve read nearly all the words on that page. Aren’t you clever? (Turns back to page 8)

Where’s the word that says ‘pond’ again?

(Annie points to the word and reads it)
Adult: How about ‘rabbit’?

(Annie points to ‘rabbit’ and reads it)
Adult: (Turns to page 9) How about ‘elephant’?

(Annie points to the word)
Adult: ‘Moon’?

(Annie points to the word and reads it)
Adult: So all those words you know how to read. You know ‘rabbit’ and you could write it too. You

know ‘elephant’, you know ‘moon’, you know ‘pond’. What else do you know? You know ‘you’.
What else do you know? You know ‘the’ … You know how to read ‘the’ … What else do you
know?

Annie: I think I know ‘he’.

Adult: Do you? Where’s ‘he’?

(Annie scans the pages and finds ‘he’ on pages 4 and 5)
Adult: So you know lots of the words! You can nearly read that book in Thai and in English.

(Annie smiles shyly and shakes her head)
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Adult: Yes you can. Look! (points to all the words recognized by Annie and reads them). What
about this one? This long stick? (points to ‘I’)
(Annie reads ‘I’)

Adult: There you are. You can read that one too!

Upon a further shared reading of the text, Annie also reads ‘head’, ‘go’, ‘in’ and ‘on’. She
counts the rabbits and elephants, says ‘rabbits die’ (pointing to the illustration of the dead
rabbits) and ‘kill’ (pointing to the elephant).

What is Annie actually able to do as she attempts to read? She starts off by stating clearly ‘I can’t
read English’, and, indeed, her achievements in English cannot be compared with those in Thai.
However, what follows and is depicted above clearly differentiates her from a monolingual
English beginner reader. Her lack of knowledge of the grammar of spoken English means she is
unable to predict phrases and sentences from the context. For example, she cannot ‘read’ from
an illustration and say ‘elephants came to drink water in the pond’ (page 4). However, she can
memorize at first sight nouns important to the story (elephants, rabbits, pond, water, moon) as
well as call upon other words she possibly already knows from different contexts (die, kill, he,
I). Chapters 4 and 5 explain further why this might be the case and how teachers might call
upon children’s skill in using such words. Crucially, however, Annie is able to call upon her
knowledge of literacy in her mother tongue to help her tackle reading in a new language. First,
she knows that print carries meaning, that stories can be reproduced in written narrative and
that reading can be enjoyable. Then, she realizes that both scripts and words themselves are
arbitrary. In other words, ‘rabbit’ can be an entirely different word written in a different script
in different languages, yet still mean the same thing. Written conventions are also arbitrary.
Words in Thai are not separated by a space, as in English, and a space in Thai has the equiva-
lent meaning of a full-stop in English. Her emergent biliteracy also gives her a heightened
metalinguistic awareness and concepts as well as terms such as ‘word’, ‘page’, ‘line’ and so on
are not new to her. Third, her early biliteracy has familiarized her with directionality (both Thai
and English read from left to right and top to bottom), as well as in what way to turn pages and
to look to the illustrations for help in understanding the text. Finally, through her knowledge of
both the spoken and written story she is beginning to appreciate that certain cultural under-
standings are universal, for example the importance of a spiritual power (in this case the moon)
in controlling things. She is also beginning to understand the struggle and conflict between
different creatures (in this case the rabbits and the elephants) in sorting out their disagree-
ments over the occupation of land and water in order to live peacefully together in the same
territory. Through these understandings and skills, Annie moves way beyond the learning
of new words to begin to make sense of new worlds central to her later life.

What might be the role of the adult in facilitating children like Annie’s learning? 
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